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Teach-in highlights day of protest
By JAN JONES
and HOLLY HUTTON
The addition early yesterday of
President William T. Jerome m

to the list of speakers it the 2 p.m.
teach-in was only one Indication
that what some expected to be a
small demonstration would snow-

ball into a real Moratorium participation.
Despite the cold ground, approximately 1,000 students--clean-cut

as well as long-haired, classgoers as well as class-cutters—
sat and listened to Dr. Jerome,
faculty, and war veterans advocate

FUNERAL PROCESSION--proceed» pott Bowling Green's cemetery in commemoration of those men who died in Vietnam.
for more photo coverage of Moratorium Day.

See page 12

News photo by Glen Epple»»on
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Multitudes participate in moratorium,
national violence nearly non-existent
(AP) — Hundreds of thousands
of Americans debated, rallied,
marched and prayed Wednesday In
nationwide Moratorium Day observances that displayed the country's
divisions over the Vietnam war.
Antiwar partisans wore buttons
and black armbands and called the
war immoral and futile. Supporters of America's Vietnam policy
flew flags and turned on automobile headlights, an-1 some called
the moratorium treason. Even for
the uncommitted it was hard to
Ignore.
Church bells tolled in New York
City, signifying opposition to the
war. Alabama's largest newspaper, the Birmingham News, emblazoned across Its entire front
page a red - white - and blue

Violence hits
White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — Violence
broke out in front of the White
House Wednesday afternoon when
a group of youthful black militants,
joining antiwar demonstrators,
threatened an attempt to break Into
the grounds.
More than 20 of the militants
converged on the northwest gate
of the White House — the main
guardpost — and shoved their way
into an lronfenced enclosure Inside the boundaries of the executive
mansion.
Shouting "The day of revolution
is here," they carried black
crosses, a mock coffin and a Viet
Cong flag.
U.S. Park Police unllmbered
their clubs and moved In on the
group, taking three of the young
people into custody.
This touched off a first-swinging melee that was quickly brought
under control when several dozen
uniformed officers converged en
the sceae and formed a human wall
In front of the gate.

American flag and a message from
Gov. Albert Brewer declaring that
"peace without honor and justice
Is no peace at all."
There was a flurry of violence
in front of the White House when
a group threatened to push Its way
into the grounds. Police made
a number of arrests.
However, such Incidents were
few and relatively mild. The Pentagon's civil disturbance command
post called the national situation
"gensrally quiet," but said Army
troops were made available as a
precaution In Boston, at Ft. Dlx,
N.J., and near the Rock Island,
ill., arsenal.
Meanwhile, In Vietnam there was
a small echo of the U. S. demonstrations. Half the 30 troops In a
combat platoon In the U.S.
Amerlcal Division went out on a
mission today wearing black armbands to protest the war.
''I'm wearing it to show that
I sympathize with the antiwar
demonstration back home," said
the platoon leader, 1st Lt. Jesse
Rosen of New York City.
The biggest rallies reported
during the day were in New York
City, Boston, Philadelphia and
Minneapolis.
In New York, a crowd estimated
by newsmen at 10,000 gathered
outside the United Nations. Most
of those attending were young
people, although lt had been billed
as a "businessmen's rally."
A-crowd of 15,000 gathered at
the Cambridge
Common near
Boston for a rally and planned
march to the Boston Common.
In remarks prepared for delivery
to the group at the Boston Common,
Sen. George McGovern, D-S. Dak.,
said "the most urgent and responsible act of American citizenship In 1969 Is to bring all possible pressure on the administration to order our troops out of
Vietnam now."
College and university campuses
were the center or starting point
of most Moratorium Day activity.

In many cases classes were canceled and attendance was down.
At the University of North Carolina and Duke University, officials
reported slightly more than half the
student body went to class. The
schools have 25,400 students.
However, actual participants in
Moratorium Day activities accounted for small percentages of
student bodies at many institutions.
At Texas Tech 300 of
19,500 students demonstrated; at
Oregon State, about 1,000 of 15,000
turned out to hear talks; at Temple
University
In
Philadelphia,
between 700 and 1,000 students out
of 34,000 enrollment attended a
vigil.
Off-campus, the moratorium
movement reached Into churches,
where special services were held;
to Boston Common and to New
York's Wall Street and the streets
of Albuquerque, N.M., Detroit and
other cities.
The Moratorium reached even to
the World Series at Shea Stadium

In New York. About 200 youths
stood
outside
the
stadium,
distributing antiwar leaflets, but
Inside the flag flew at full staff.
Mayor John V. Lindsay ordered
city flags at half staff, provoking
criticism from some corners.
Representatives of three armed
services In the honor guard for
the flag raising at Shea had refused to go t' the field unless the
flag was bolsted to the top of the
pole.
Class attendance at Kent State
University was reported to be running 50 to 70 per cent below the
iiorm.il 21,000. An unidentified
girl threw a rock through a window
at a locked military recrutlng
office In downtown Kent. A campus rally drew a crowd estimated
by newsmen at 3,500 young persons.
Oberlln College with 2,500 students and Antloch College at
Yellow Springs, with about 2,000,
replaced classes with group discussions of the war.

the ending of the Vietnam war.
In addition, it was announced that
3,500 persons signed the petition
telegramed to President Nixon
asking him to end the war, and
that Vice President JamesG. Bond
was among those who signed.
"I wanted you to know by my
presence," said Dr. Jerome, "that
I understand many—not all—but
many of the things you are working
toward today."
Dr. Jerome expressed his wish
for an end to the war by saying
he had sent a letter to President
Nixon and some Washington friends
yesterday as an indication of concern for quick action.
He indicated he was in favor of
United States withdrawal from
Vietnam as soon as a sure-fire
plan Is developed to guarantee
against reprisals. In this light,
he called for a United Nations commission to create a development
plan for all of Southeast Asia.
"Once such a plan Is created,"
he said, "then we can withdraw.
And lt would then be our role to
offer massive support, especially
through economic means, to this
development,"
Dr. Jerome said he looked forward to a "humanistic, responsive
world of the future" as a result
of the concern shown by young
people.
Speaking first at the teach-In,
Dr. Louis Katzner, assistant professor of philosophy, questioned
the meaning of democracy.
"This is arededlcatlonofpeople
all over the country to making a
real democratic system work In
a way that makes sense," he
said. "If our government officials
do not have the ability to tell the
situation as lt Is, judge rationally,
and decide what has to be done,
then we can't rely alone on their
expertise."
Katzner expressed the belief that
the Moratorium will have a profound effect on Vietnam policy.
"If 25 million people across me
nation can be motivated to do something, then we have a great deal
of political impact and Influence
on Vietnam policy," he said. "You
here can stand and be proud that
you were among those who Insisted
on peace right now. I hope, too,
that the lessons learned from this
mobilization will be put to even
greater use after the war Is over."
Covering the views of foreign
"ountrles toward United States Involvement In Vietnam, Dr. Richard
Glardlna, professor of international politics, concluded that we must
put our own house In order so we
have something to export.
"All we have to offer other
countries right now Is the negative
Idea of fighting communism," he
said.
"If this Is all we have
left of our democracy, then we are
In bad shape. We need a more
positive world view."
The reaction of United States
allies can be summed up In a key
phrase, he said, of "How to win
the war and lose a world," because the U.S. would lose the
position of world respect.
"The allies have come to the
conclusion," he said, "that United
States help In a conventional war
Is actually little help at all."
Glardlna added that If Saigon
does not want peace, and Hanoi will
(Turn to page six)

500 mourn in funeral procession
By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Reporter
Silence punctuated by the footsteps of more than 500 participants, the cadence of a drum, and
the squeak of a baby carriage being
pushed by a mourner hung over
the marchers In the symbolic
funeral procession yesterday.
After the reading of the Vietnam dead and a brief prayer in the
union oval, the procession began
with the proclamation, "I died a
coward, they called me a hero."
The procession, led by six
mourners dressed In gray and
black, a drummer, and five pall
bearers carrying a wooden casket
draped wfth an American flag,
moved past University Hall and toward the Administration Building.

Bystanders silently watched or
murmured to each other. Some
returned the peace sign as marchers gave lt. The majority of
watchers did so with respect.
"I lost a brother In Vietnam,"
one mourner said, "and Pm going
to do everything I can to help
stop this war." Mostof them were
silent, watching the ground as they
walked.
As the procession passed City
Hall, people were looking out of
windows and some came out on the
steps for a better view.
City police dotted the route,
watching curiously as the mixture
of people passed. One gave the
peace sign. "Hey, look at that,"
a marcher commented.
As the procession traveled up
Ridge Street, the children In the

school watched, and people stopped
where they were. A girl gave
cookies to the people as they walked.
Following the casket, the participants walked past Oak Grove
Cemetery and then turned and
passed the R.O.T.C. headquarters
In Memorial Hall.
Most of the mourners wore black
arm bands, and the bands were
handed to them as they passed the
stand located on the inner campus.
"It's pretty obvious why we're
marching," one person said, "we
want to stop the bloodshed that's
going on In Vietnam, and this type
of thing is the wav to do lt"
Most of the marchers stated that
they planned to attend the teachin later In the afternoon.

\
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'NOT "NICKED UPSTAIRS.

GENERAL HERSHEY— "DRAGGED". YES. BUT NOT "KICKED"!1

Moratorium a success
Yesterday's Vietnam Moritorium was an unqualified success—
in that it made the entire campus pause for a day and reflect on
the hatefulness and pointlessness of war.
The program, set up by OPAC and others was well attended and
quite effective.
About 500 people marched in the funeral procession, making their
way quietly ana with an air of dignity through the campus and
down the streets of the city.
The teach-in sported a constant flow of people, reaching a peuk
of about 1,000 at mid-afternoon, where the Vietnam conflict was
covered from all sides.
And the variety of other events scheduled were equally as effective and relevant.
This day of protest of ihe wasteful killing in an unjust and unwanted war waged by our nation was just a small part of the most
impressive expression of anti-war sentiment in history.
Not only students and professors, but businessmen, housewives,
labor, black leaden, and members of Congress have rallied to support the event all across the country.
The nation as a whole is fed-up with this seven year blood-letting
going on on the other side of the globe.
Despite his comment to the contrary. President Nixon cannot
help but feel the pressure generated by the activities on the fifteenth.
And if he doesn't react, there will be two days in November.

Protecting our morals
In a move to shield students from moral corruption, Karrar M.
Cobb, director of the Union, had artist J.D. Jackson add leaves
to the appropriate areas in two of his paintings.
The paintings, part of Jackson's "Social Series" on display in
the Union lobby, were deemed obscene by Mr. Cobb.
The immorality that would run rampant through the campus
were it not for this age-tempered stalwart of humun decency is
frightening to imagine.
And the fact that he would not compromise his convictions for
the piddling cause of artistic merit marks the integrity of the
man.
In light of the swing to stressing creativity taken by the University, one wonders how long Mr. Cobb must rcmuin in the dark.

letters to the editor
Can't sleep
Have you ever had a room directly In line with a drag strip,
drunk route, Incorporated?
Well, that Is Just where I live;
In Harmon Hall, 3rd floor with
my windows facing Wooster St.,
the nolsest street on this face
of the earth.
I Just can't put to words the fun
times we have at 1:30 in the morning betting each other which way
the howling drunk on the left side
of the street Is going to fall.
Or the exuberant moments we
have guessing If the little old lady
Is going to beat the suped-up 1969
Vet, minus a muffler, across the
street or If she Is simply going
to end up another minor catastrophe of Wooster St..
I never really did come here to
study, just to learn different cat
calls at 2:00 a.m. and we have
winners. I also enjoy falling from

my top bunk when a speed demon
drives down Wooster at 1:30 with
a lead hand on the horn.
It's too bad he can't keep It around a girl where It belongs and
not use it for waking up all the
lovelies from their beauty sleeps.
I know you're saying under your
breath, "Well, Just get up and
close the window, Sweetie." But
you see, Honey, that at a certain
degree of temperature the body
becomes very Irritable, and In
a 6-man room you cannot afford
to be irritable.
Therefore, we keep the windows
open to let off any excess steam
our little bodies build up.
This Is the plea of a studious,
underprlvlledged frosh; All you
drunks and speeders... please take
another routel
Beverly Jean Floto
317 Harmon Hall

Why censorship?

Creativity vs. academics
By PAUL STEINBERG
Student Columnist

versity If they are not looked upon favorably by the
conservative society as a whole. Radicalism does not
A new word Is being spoken and repeated; If s yield the essential rewards to the university.
very progressive aspect Is exciting In the possible,
Let us not limit creativity by simply calling It
but essential, prospects It holds for us all. The "radical". Our society Is marked by a basic mediword Is creativity.
ocrity which Is accepted by the general population.
But the word Is not new. It Is older than Columbus' As long as mediocrity Is the norm, creativity Is not an
egg.
essential asset and, to the contrary. Is not even
It Is Ironic that at the time of greatest scienti- noticed or missed. Productivity Is essential, but
fic advance the Idea of promoting creativity should creative Innovation Is not . Productivity Implies proactually be an Important rediscovery as a mode of gress, whereas true creative productivity exceeds the
Improving some of the Ills of today's universities. norm of mediocrity.
A surge of studies, and subsequent flood of litA man, for example, can be creative In the scientierature on the topic, followed with the realization fic field and find that he Is greatly rewarded by the
In 1958 that more numbers of educated people were university, by private orgalnlzatlons, and by the society
needed to catch up with and surpass the Russian
as a whole. On the other hand, a man In the humanities
Sputnik. Thus, In a time of visual creative product- or In the social sciences finds employment difficult unIon, the Idea and essence of creativity Is actually less he conforms.
being suppressed.
The man with radical views in the social sciences
By the very nature of the educational system as seems aimed at the destruction of the very fabric of
It now exists, any attempt to foster creativity can only our society, whereas the man who creates weapons of
be harmful to the creative Individual.
war (technology) Is making us strong and is rewarded
In a reprint of the broadcast "The Creative for his aid to us.
Individual" (University of California, Broadcast#5025Trying to promote creativity within the framework
U.E. 1790, Jan 28, 1962), creativity was described as of existing structure is senseless and harmful. One
"The ability to make an original, significant response who believes himself to be creative can only be reto a problem or question In a realistic, complete warded If he Is within the limits of the acceptable.
fashion."
The present environment confines the "radical''thinkThe definition may not suit all (since most de- er not to speak and castigates him when he does.
finitions seem Inadequate) but the commonly acceptInstltutlonallxatlon of the creative process Is a subed point Is that creativity is originality.
tle molding of the Individual to accept what Is acceptAnd it U more. Other points made In the broad- able and to reject and bldck out what is not viewed upcast ( and taken from various studies) were that the on by the Institution as favorable.
creative person Is skeptical; he asks the right quesA. J. Copley, ln'CreativHy,"uses as a synonym
tions; Is most Interested In what Interests him; does "divergent thinking " throughout his work. The divernot take things for granted; often uses unconventional gent thinker Is not favored within the classroom or
approaches; and has a high level of energy.
outside of it His opportunities for "success" are
The most Important point, perhaps, Is that creati- limited. He Is often laughed at by others. Is this
vity Is not correlated, to a particular degree, with In- the goal of the university — or are the only rewards
telligence, and that many of the most creative do not monetary and prestigious?
find the grades to ester graduate school.
A search for values Is a highly personal search.
There are different types of creative Individuals, but Is the university structure conducive to this search?
for our purposes, we shall deal with the scientific as The search Is a highly creative one made by an indiviopposed to the social-scientific fields.
dual keenly questioning and boldly replacing unfavorThose In the natural sciences are favored by the uni- able Ideas with original ones.
versity because it in turn Is favored by government.
Is the university environment conducive to this
Creativity is stimulated here because the results are search or does It find that rewards are not availconsidered most beneficial to society as shown In both able If it allows the Individual to go beyond the
monetary and prestigious rewards.
confines of the established and the acceptable?
The scientist may be highly creative Individual.
The need at the moment Is for those In the inNevertheless, his creativity lies within very certain fluence positions of the university to see that to
limits which the social scientist may exceed, and, In- foster creativity, the environment must be permissive
deed, be punished for.
to the extent that divergent thinkers are-not sup-,
Creative Ideas In the social sciences are often radi- pressed, and that the ultimate potential of hidden
cal ideas, and these do not bring favor upon the uni- creative talent may come forward.

I am outraged! I would like
to know who on this campus has
appointed himself as divine Interpreter of what Is "obscene" and
what Is not
Would he take his righteous
chisel and chop away at Mlchealangelo's David? Should Matisse's Blue Nude be given an "X"
rating? Or would this man dab his
holy glue and leaves on the crotch
of Goya's Naked Maja? Of course
notlThen why should J.D.Jackson's
painting be violated?
This pious Judge has absolutely
no right to tamper with this or any
other work of art, regardless of
how his curiously bent mind Interprets them.
It would be better to remove the
painting from the gape of those
who may be offended, than to dare

deface It. This crime against the
arts Is unacceptable.
An artist's freedom of expression must not be denied!
Steve Martin
319 Darrow

Upset by leaves
I was quite upset over the disfiguration done to the so-called
"obscene" painting created by J.D.
Jackson which hangs In the Union.
Why was the painting allowed to
hang In the first place If it was not
what the Union Officials wanted?
It makes me so angry when grown
adults can not enjoy the beauty of
nude painting, but Instead turn It into an immoral statement and walk
away with disgust for the younger
generation.
I would suggest that In the future
the University would think twice
before displaying works of art If
there is any doubt concerning the
message conveyed by them.
In other words, let someone have
It who wants it and will enjoy It.
Greg Rudolph
Morey Reimund
307 E. Wooster

Thanks Union
for protection
I would like to thank the alert
Union officials for protecting the
public once again by their brilliant job of censorship. If this
flgleaf had not been so strategically placed, this area, left uncovered, could have corrupted the
minds of the entire student body.
If anything as "filthy" as Michaelangelo's David becomes available for viewing, please turn It
down for its obscenity, or at least
provide a loin cloth.
Frank Plttman
Rodgers Hall
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Panel denies grad program
hurts undergraduate student
Does the graduate program operate at the expense of the undergraduate?
The concensus of panel members
at the meeting of the American
Association of University Professors was that It does, not, In
a discussion of faculty reaction
to the "Wh'te Paper" Monday
night.
The panel consisted of Dr.
Charles A. Leone, deal J* the graduate MoMI; Mr. Dwi.V 1 r.Si i::er, graduate assistant In sociology,
Professor David L. Sabbagh of the
mathematics department, anl Dr.
WUllam Relchert of the political
science department.
In response to the "White
Paper", the report of the "Commission on the Mission of the Unlverslty," the facul'y panel found
fault with the assumpl'on t'i?.i ;he
graduate research which goes on
in the University does so at the
detriment of the undergraduate.
Dr. Leone stated that It "deprecates the concept of research"
anl that research and graduate
programs are male the "villains"
of the paper. He wen" on to say
that he reacts to the distinction
male between education and gra 1ua e training programs,
Sa'o ijfh pointed out that there
Is not that m.ch research going
on at Bowling Green and added
that more Is needed. He said
that the undergraduate is hurt
by other things s ion as the present method of registration and
counseling, and not by the graduate school.
Mr. Strieker agreed in saying
that the authors of the "Whtte
Paper" have chosen "the wronj
scapegoat." However, he added
that the undergraduates are being
slighted and receive the smallest

Commuter meeting
Dr. Melvln Foulds of the
University's
guidance and
counseling staff, will discuss
a proposed commuters' workshop today at 1:15 p.m. In the
Commuter Center in the basement of Mosley Hall.

allocation from Hie state. Dr. Leone countered this statement by
saying "what is here Is being used
for the undergraduate."
Dr. Relchert agreed, saying research and teaching "go hand In
glove." He added that since the
comm'sslon stresses''creativity''
a system could possibly be set
up whereby the graduate could either teach, or do research and teach
at the sam- time.
Dr. Relcheri went on to say
that the argument for creativity
found in the White Paper Is good.
He added that "students want a
new wjrld" and are no longer
as Interested in the competition
for grades as in the past.
The question w.«s brought up
by Michael A. M.iore, past president of AA'JP, of w'lat the mission of the University should be.
He also aked if it is even possible to leflne a university as
having missions.
In response, It was asked If a
mission can be defined as one
goal or If "goal'Ms even the proper term, the point was then taken
that the creativity deemed necessary was too vaguely defined as
it w-.s presented in the White
Paper.
The merits of establishing a
universal pass-fall system as outlined In the Whtte Paper were
discussed briefly with arguments
both pro and con being brough1
out.
The meeting and panel discussion adjourned without deciding o.a
any concluding remarks.

Students fill Compton Hall
to witness Vietnam debate
By SUZY McCULLOUGH
Staff Reporter
Approximately one hunured students filled the main lobby of
Compton Hall Tuesday night to
listen and participate In a pane!
discussion about the Vietnam War
Moratorium.
"The purpose o'. the panel,"
said commentator, Tho.n?sMe:.».-,
sophomore, (LA), "Is to discuss
the Moratorium, provoke thought,
anl help the students decide what
to do."
Sides represented at the discussion were right and left-wingers, the middle-of-the-road student, and the Facuity Senate.
Don Baldwin, representing the
Ohio Peace Action Council (OPAC),
said s'mply, "Vietnam: two wordsget ou'."
Baldwin and OPAC
members sported black armbands
"to demonstrate publicly our unity
in supporting the Vietnam War
Moratorium."
Asked by a student if the
Moratorium was worth the trouble,
Baldwin said, "Ultimately you have
to make a decision on your own.
Come and see the results. Tomorrow BG will see the biggest
anti-war demonstration and protest since 1910 when the University
was founded."
Dr. WUllam A. Klrby, associate
professor of muthema'ics, remarked that he came in defense
of the Faculty Senate's resolution
concerning the Moratorium. He
said that the Faculty Senate, In

Sigma Chi:
Taking 2nd Place With You
Was GREAT!!!
Thanks for everything. Its been Real!

The Alpha Cams

making the resolution, puts Itself
In the precarious [MwtOQ of taking sides on a political Issue since
It could set a precenient for any
later issues.
Speaking about the Moratorium,
Dr. Kirby stated, "Far too many
o' us have taken a stand on this
in a very blind position. I think
there are great mrny people who
are against the war, but when
pinned down, don't have good reasons."
"The Moratorium is noi only at
BG, but is a national thing," siaed
student Body President Greg
Thatch.
"It is an educational
protest, a time to learn about the
war, to so've the problems and
Issues. I'd be a fool to say the
Moratorium is only an educational
experience, but it must be clear
in order for the students to make
rational commitments."
Ronald Doughty, sophomore
(LA), showing his opposition to the
war by a white arm band, introduced him.snlf as "more or less
a representative of a fairly new
organization, 'Liberty or Death.'"
•I believe in complete victory
In Vietnam," Doughty said. "I
believe every bullet that kills an
American soldier says, "Made In
America on It."
Addressing Thatch, Doughty
said, "Any student council president who supports the Moratorium
Is no better than a traitor. If
you want this Moratorium, you are
saying in effect to the leaders
In Hanoi, that the U.S. IU'S a
withdrawal."

Debate ensued between Doughty
and Thatch, with the latter asking,
"Since everyone who supports the
Moratorium is a traitor, what do
you think of Mayor Lindsay, Wall
Street, etc. who support It?"
Discussion WiS opened to the
audience who expressed opinions
not only on the Moratorium, but
also on the Constitution, treason,
democracy, and the Soviet Union.
In a final comment, Tha'c'n said,
"Tomorrow is a day for everyone
to be here and make a moral commitment of his own. Even you
are invited, Mr. Doughty."
Dr. Kirby remarked, "I don't
think students are as directly influenced by something heard on the
steps of Williams Hall as they
would be In a class of 30. However, the Moratorium is an excellent idea if it produces results, and doesn't fall In the trap
of trying to do things by military
force."

Congratulations
Linda
on yonr
Engagement

Alpha Gam Love
Your Sisters

There'* a new girl in the village, and she has new
ways of doing things that everyone seems to like. Part
of her secret is the clever way she adds accessories
to create her own look, but the real reason for her
success is her new Country Classic Fall clothes and her
happy smile. For the clothes, come see us. We show
just one suit from our new Fall collection priced
from $50 to $85 in Lasalle's Villager Shop.

Special Homecoming Price
$39.90

LASALLE*S
UVSALLE'S
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Tears' group still intact
Recent rumors that David Clayton Thomas, lead singer for recording group "Blood, Sweat and
Tears , had left the group were declared untrue yesterday by the
group's management office InNew
York tlty.
A spokesman for the agency Mort

Louis Management stated that the
rumors were widespread In other
parts of the country also but that
they were "completely untrue."
The spokesman said that the
group leaves today on the tour that
will bring them through Bowling
Green and that Thomas would de-

KAPPA DELTA
Welcomes Their New Pledgii

finitely appear with the group.
"They're making too much money
for anyone to quit now," the
spokesman added.
Peter C. Vail, program director
for the Union Activities Organization which Is sponsoring the concert next weekend, said that he
had not heard the rumors previously and expressed relief at their
denial.

i.cc.k..r-t.
*»H
Students who expect to receive a Baccaleureate degree
In December 1969 and have
not filed an application for
graduation should do so Immediately In UO Administration Building.
■ ■■■•■ ■-■mmmim-w^

■■■-::-■

THOUGHT
Are you up the polluted
estuary without the proper
means of propulsion ?

Soviets agree to aid Hanoi
MOSCOW—The Soviet Union will supply additional military and
economic aid to Hanoi under agreements signed here yesterday by
Soviet and North Vietnamese premiers, Tass reported.
The official Soviet news agency did not disclose the amount of the
new Soviet aid.
Previous estimates by Washington have .wt It at
more than a billion dollars a year.

Somali president is slain
NAIROBI, Kenya—Dr. Abolrashld All Shermarke, president of the
Somali republic was snot dead yesterday afternoon by a man said to
be wearing a police uniform.
Radio Mogadishu Interrupted Its programs to broadcast the news.
The broadcast announcement said the man accused of the shooting
Is now under police custody.

Soviet space hopes dwindle
MOSCOW—The three manned Soviet spaceships carried out navigation
maneuvers In orbit yesterday increasing speculation that their mission
would not produce the anticipated construction of an orbiting space
station.
Soviet sources had said that Soyuz 6, 7 and 8 with seven cosmonauts
on board would construct the first space platform. These sources said
the ships would come together and start work no later than yesterday
afternoon, Moscow time.
But some evidence pointed toward flight difficulties that could have
caused abandonment of ambitious plans for a space breakthrough.

Rep urges dl out attack to end war
WASHINGTON (AP)—Rep. Sam
Stelger, R-Arlz., urged congressional support yesterday for a
sudden, major escalation of the war
In Vietnam as a means of ending
it.
"Half-hearted wars are seldom
won," Stelger said In a letter
addressed to President Nixon.
"Tough enemies are seldom convinced by half-hearted efforts that
they need to negotiate In good
faith."
The letter urges Immediate resumption of the bombing of North

Vietnam Including river dikes
which protect the North's major
rice growing areas.
"We believe this dirty llttlewax
with a third-rate power can and
must be brought to an honorable
end If the United States Is ever
again to hold up Its head In the
family of nations," Stelger wrote.
There Is an alternative to halfhearted prosecution of the war, it
said, "to put It simply, a sudden
major escalation of the war with
one aim In mind-victory."

BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS
A Limited Supply of $4.50
Tickets are Still Available
in the Union Ticket Office.

Jack of all trades.
You probably know Jock.
In (act, you probably know him to be
"try flood.
6vt 01 good oi Jock it, il he were to
CO<f» 10 work lor ut. we could leoch
him a few thingt.
For eiamplr. while he moy know o
little about o lot ol cort. he doetn't
know oil obout pur* Mil* cori. So firtl
thing, we'd tend him looVW Training,
School.
There he'd learn our cart iniide and
owl. By taking opart every port and putting it bock together, time after time.
He'd alto loom how to vte our ipe-

Master of one.
ciol tools Not jutt became they work
better, but becoute they olto help htm
do better work
He'd even leom that he'd never ttop
learning. Become loler, at we'd make
chongei. we'd teocJi htm the chonget.
On our time and at our eipente, instead
of on your car and at your eipente.
Of cowrie, while oil mil would make
Jock a matter at filing VWt, ruing VWt
land only VWil might no' moke Jock
hoppy.
But then, thai would explain one very
important thing: Why Jock itn'l with wt
- the fim place.
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Students ambition- choosing roommates by computer
In this ige of computers, everyone Is being designated by a
number. It Is no'in is-i.i! for someoie to come up with an Idea for
comparer 3UM44 and things like
that.
But It Is unusual for several
students to propose an Idea for
computer housing.
Two University students, Tom
Moore, Freshman (L.A.) and Jeoff
Graue, freshman (L.A.) are currently trying to sell a method of
computerised roomm 'e selection.
Both men graduated last spring
from Bowling Green High School.
They became Interested In computers In 1967 through the efforts
of a fellow student.
They formed a group which decided to use Its computer knowledge for possible capital gain.
Thus, on September 25, 1938, Interlock Computerprlsa Inc. was
born.
Interlock's first commercial
venture iu sponsoring computer
dances at the high school. For a
fee of 75?, a dance partner was
selected for those w'w participated by channeling personal preference cards filled out by the
applicants through a computer.
When the dance novelty began
to grow stale, the group searched
for another project. They flniTly
dn:lded to contact various colleges
am- ii' versltles throughout the

country In an effort to seek Interest in a method of selecting
dormitory roommmates by computers.
"We are considered pioneers In
this field," said Graue. "So faas I know, we are the only computer corporation experimenting
In the field of university computerized housing," he added.
••We discussed this project with
Robert Rud<L dlra^orof residence
services, who helped us quite a
bit," said Moore. Graue added that
the corporation Intended to tailor
Its services to each university
desiring this service.
"We realize that this service
would probably be of value only
for those students who expressed
no roommate preference," Graue
continued. "These students would
be asked to fill out questionnaires
indicating study habits, Interests
and a wide scope of other qwstlo.is.
The cards would then be sent
through the computers an-i similar
personalities paired together. If
a university had its own computer equipment, they could obtain
programs from as. Or, If a university had no computers or facilities were not big enough, we
would do the processing for them,"
Graue concluded.
Relating to possible application
of the program on this campus,
Moore said that the University

has considered computerised dorm
selection.
He added, however,
that
administration officials said a
change In present procedure was
not anticipated until future growth
warranted a switch In policy.
Moore, president of the present
corporation, expects contracts to
be signed soon by several Interested schools to use the roommate
computer service.
Other services of In'erlock
Compaterlse, Inc. have taken on
an International look. Plans are
being m de to send Inquiries to
Japan and Germany and to Canada to secondary schools for computer dances.
Looking Into the future for computers Moore expressed belief
that "computers will be like a
car, playing a great ro'e In Am-

Love, Rosanne

GO
PIKE
Football
Team!!!

:>\A

128 Hour Marathon
Progress Report:
We have Bloodshot eyes, Bad

breath, and a gross case of

B.O., But we're

STILL GOING STRONG!!!
■We'll Make It, Thanks to No-Dox!

Dave and Carroll
Congratulations on your
Engagement!
I'm So Happy For Both of You.

ming. This film would be specially adapted for use In high school
classes to encourage Interest In
the study of computer science before entering college.

erican lives."
A final project cited by Moore
was the possibility of the corporation producing a video-tape film
explaining computer program-

-We'll Soak our Shorts in Turpentine,
To Keep Awake!

We Will Be Open 'Til 5 PM Saturday
►o_0V

Stop In...You Don't Have to Buy...
Just Laugh!

S^G**
„
ibfcju
532 E.
c
t* of ©l|eHmucrsitj|»liapKi^vVooster St

THE PLACE TO GO

The Gigolo
Has Those
"Good Old Happy Hours"
12 Noon to 6 PM
Every Day

For swingers
from 18 to 80

•

k OPEN 7days and nites

| 12pm to 2:30 am

<

Now Appearing

THE ORPHIC
165 N. Main St.

352-0740
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Crowd hears list of Ohio'o Viet war dead
The names of 542 Ohio soldiers
who died In the Vietnam war since
Jan. L 1969, were read to a silent group of several hundred students and faculty membersyesterday morning.
The silent vigil, held under blue
skies on the damp grass of the
Union oval, began the Oct. 15
moratorium activities a' Bowling

Green.
The crowd, restive and ch.intlng
at first, settled down when the
vigil was opened with a statement
and praver by the Rev. A. Eugene
Kell, of the United Ch.-lstlan
Fellowship (UCF).
"Our purpose Is to Impress
upon our minds the staggering
tragedy to this war, to turn

ENTERTAINERS
ADD YOUR GROUP OR ACT TO THE UAO CAMPUS
ENTERTAINMENT LIST . . . THIS IS MADE AVAILABLE TO ANYONE SEEKING ENTERTAINMENT.

Register
in UAO Office
3rd Floor of the Union

casualty figures, which have reduced mo n Into mere abstractions,
once again Into human beings with
faces and namvs, bodies, and tarn llles," Rev. Kell sild.
"Our purpose Is not to conduct ourselves or speak our minds
In a manner to further Intensify
the grief and tragedy already known
to the families and frlen.ls of those
whose nimt's we are about
to read," he said. "Nor Is It
to Impute their honor or morality
In the matter of this wa ',
"The tragedy Is already grea.
enonji for their families and
friends, and their honor and conscience Is well served with their
sacrifice for their conviction,"
Rev. Kell remarked. He called
for and received silence for the
reading of the war dead.
Preceding the reading of the
ward dead, Rev. Henry Gerne.- of
the UCF real figures pertaining
to the Vietnam war which he obtained from the Defense Department. He Said that 2,440 OMoins
have been killed In the war, and
nearly LOOO of these were killed
In 1968. He commented further
that one out of every 20 soldiers
killed In the war was from Ohio
out of a total of 44 thousand
United States' dead.

it's happening today
VARSITY CLUB
Will be taking orders for homecoming mums this week In all
housing units or from any Varsity
Club member.
FOLK CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m. In the Faculty Lounge, Union. Everyone
wishing to perform In Friday's
Folk Marathon should attend.
UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. in 102 Men's
Gym.
BROMFIELD HALL
Will sponsor a Florida Travelog
at 10 p.m. In the main lounge.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Will meet at 7 p.m.ln200Moseley.

Dorsey's Drugs
PIPE SHOPPE
500 E. Wooster

"GIRLS" Learn to play
POCKET BILLIARDS
Relaxing and Fun

Featuring
G.B.D. Pipes
I
Tobaccos

This Coupon Good For 1 play & pay and 1 play free

GOLDEN CUE BILLIARDS
113 Railroad

Stop In and
Browse Around
(By The Tracks)

wt ftaTurte.

7?

i

COMMUTER ORGANIZATION
Will meet at 1:15 p.m. In the
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall.
Dr. Fould and Dr. Gulnan will
discuss the formation of a commuter workshop for commuter
problems.
UNIVERSITY PERFORMING
ARTS DANCERS
Will meet at 7 p.m. In 302
Women's Bldg. Students planning to
audition for winter quarter should
plan to attend, or call Wendy
Waddle, 2-4917.

More about

Moratorium
(Continued from page 1)
not negotiate, then the U.S. better
pull out and leave them to their
own affairs.
Dr. Bruce Edwards, associate
professor of economics, spoke on
how activists should shape the
future.
"The more action we take," he
said, "the more and more apparent
It becomes to experts that we did
make a colossal mistake In Vietnam."
He said that what was once the
minority, those against the war, Is
now the majority, and the thing to
do is to "conduct a whispering
campaign" against the war.
Dr. L. Edward Shuck Jr., director of international programs,
called the Moratorium a witness
for truth.
"We have demonstrated that we
want to go back to truth, and stop
defending Illusion by falsehood,"
he said.
"It Is apparent that
South Vietnam Is not organized to
our point of view and never will
be. The thing for us to do Is
get out."
Along these lines, Vietnam war
veteran Ted Mench, told listeners
that the South Vietnamese people
do not
care about anything
American except the money we
bring them.
"Our men there are together,"
he said, "but not because they are
fighting for any cause. There is
no cause. The American boys there
are not fighting for the South
Vietnamese but for the guy next to
them. I say pull out. Who cares
about Vietnam?"

—X3

H
TRY OUR
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
80« & S2.25

. TILL 2:00 A.M.
SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK.

fcT

z.

KftLDf-W"
iS How You ■
p^pfJouMCt «T'

FREE DELIVERY

-ouK Menu ~
Spaghetti (talad » garlic braad)
5.1.di (Italian. Human, Tnauiand lilandl
Garlic br.ad

$16}
35
1$

Pizza
.
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.
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w
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....
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1.50
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I.7S
1.00
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.
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$1.7$
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2 25
225
225
225
2 50

1.1$
225

TAMPICO I200
WEDDING RINO IOO

(••SMBMARli^tS • PllZ-

•zza Pa&Lia

Clearly
flawless
The center diamond of every
Keepsake engagement ring shows
no visible flaws lo a trained eye
under 10 power magnification.
Stop in and see our
Keepsake Diamond ^'""J^"'^
Rings today.
-'Cawi
ia»i.|''.

Mill i i iiainiimV. "■"■ _Jf
TiU.Hnk bf
$.1$

Free Delivery Call
353-1444 or 352-5177
1004$. Main

wa
w
,1.25
1.25
150
I5t}

*r«aiihia.»'^

!

■IGlITIUfO

Kei

DIAMOND VINOS

KLEVERS
Jewelry Store
125 MAIN
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IFC announces 275 pledges
The Interfraternlty Council announced Monday night that some
275 men have been pledged by the
various fraternities this quarter
under the new open house rush policy.
Despite some doubt as to the effectiveness of the new system earlier In the year, It was decided that
success or failure of the rush program was the responslbllty of the
Individual houses.
Members defeated a motion
made at the previous meeting which
would change fraternity rush from
third to second quarter. Some
felt that the move should be made
in order to coordinate with the activities of the PanheUenlc Council,
but the majority disagreed.
Hawley Smith, treasurer of the
Greek Village Developement Corportlon, explained to IFC members the process of Joining the
corporation.
Each proposed member Is required to purchase one share of
stock, priced at $2500; and must also enter into an escroe of $1500
per year.

With assets of approximately
$70,000, Smith stated that the
chances would be better for the
corporation to attract developers.
The corporation is attempting
to buy land for all fraternity and
sorority houses, but has not as
yet decided upon a definite site.
Members also defeated a motion
by Zeta Beta Tau asking IFC endorsement of yesterday's Vietnam
Moratorium. The bill, similar to
a recent Student Council proposal,
urged all rFC members to support
the boycott of classes.
Instead , the Council agreed that
members could participate In the
program according to their own
convictions.

Education deadline
Friday is the last day for
education majors to Join the
Student Education Association. Dues for the year are
$4. Make your check out to
O.S.E.A. and send to Dr.Verlln Lee, Education Dept.

Panel of professors discusses
University9s defense research
By BARB JACOLA
Issue Editor
Defense research and Its relation to the university community
was the topic of an open discussion
conducted by six University professors In conjunction with yesterday's Vietnam moratorium.
Dr. Norman J. Meyer, associate
professor of chemistry, and moderator of the program entitled
"The
Role of the University
scientist In the Defense Needs of
the Country" asked the panel members to comment on whether or
not they felt defense research was
consistent with the concept of the
university.
Dr. Elliott L. Bllnn, associate
professor of chemistry, said,
"Defense research Is not consistent because it Is classified
research. The university student
Is here to search for truth and
understanding and the university
should be open to him for this
purpose."

Dr. William D. Harm, associate
professor of biology, disagreed. He
said, "Defense research is consistent because It does not have to
be classified necessarily. Dr. Hann
added that he feels any scientist
Is
somewhat closed-mouthed
about any research he is conducting—defense or otherwise.
Dr. Meyer then asked the panel
to consider the question of what
special responsibilities the
university scientist has in the
defense needs of his country.
Dr. Arlo D. Boggs, professor of
chemistry said, "A scientist has
no more or less responsibility than
anyone else. You cannot pinpoint
the blame on a researcher who
accepts Department of Defense
money. Besides, no compound has
only a destructive use."
Dr. Blinn disagreed and said,
"An engineer Is responsible if a
building he designs collapses and
people are killed. The same Is
true of a scientist who creates a

destructive compound.
Dr. Rendlna commented, "If
Oppenheimor had his choice about
the bomb, he would not have wanted
It to be used. The decision la
not the scientists to make, therefore he Is not responsible."
Dr. Hann concluded the discussion by saying, "The scientists
or company that develops drugs
like napalm are being blamed
wrongly.
The real question Is
war--an ethical and moral question. But once the government
has Imposed war, why try to limit
the military to certain weapons?
I do not feel that bullets and bayonets are very moral either."

Parking space
A new commuter parking lot will
open today—Lot L behind the Student Health Center.
Another new commuter parking
lot, behind the cemetary, will open
next week. Both lots will accomodate 300 cars each.

Take Frank

before he
has a fine head
of scalp.
It's as easy as running your fingers
through his hair. Just drop a film
cartridge into a Kodak Instamatic
camera and take Frank for keeps.
In beautiful color slides or color
snapshots. Indoors, you just
pop on a flashcube. Get Frank while
he still has something to look at.

Kodak Instamatic color cameras. From less than M0.
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State university officials praise Dr. Jerome
Tributes tor resigning University President William T. Jerome
in began flowing Into the BG News
office today from presidents and
high administrators of other state
Institutions.
Some read:

"President Jerome's resignation came as a great surprise to
me.
He has courageously and
openly challenged the state toward
higher levels of support for Its
universities. In our own councils
he always spoke forthrlghtly and

clearly." — Dr. Robert I. White,
president, Kent State University.
"In times like these It's not
unexpected for any university preldent to think seriously of resigning. It's a difficult position.
Yet, I was surprised and very sorry

Sweetest Day
long stemmed
red roses
$6 dozen

loss for all of us in Ohio, but most
particularly for the use of
our state."
Word from Ohio State University was:
"Bowling Green Is losing a real
winner. President Jerome has held
his position In both a very dynamic
and very turbulent time. We at
Ohio State have enjoyed a close
personal contact with Dr. Jerome
and regret his plans to leave."—''
Dr. Edward Molton, assistant to
the president, Ohio State University.

Said Dr. Phillip R. Shrlver,
president, Miami University, "Dr.
Jerome has been a vigorous and
forthright spokesman for the qualitative strengthening of higher education In Ohio and the nation.
"His departure will be a distinct
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Corner N. Main and Clay
MOBILIZER- Sam Brown, 26-yearold chief architect of Vietnam moratorium, plans the nationwide pacifist demonstration from his Washington headquarters.
(AP Wirephoto)

Homecoming Forecast From
Nichols Clothiers

■

«

:

4? Plum juice
1,-andy.
45 — "arranto.
46 Hi- in'.
47 Parcels wit.
48 Block of
type metal.
49r.xlremely:
Scot.
50 Modern
Ireland.
51 Foundation.
52 Destruction.
53 Consumer.
54"—
Popplns."
56"—Sails in
the Sunset."
57 Pronounce.
59 Source of
metal.

25 Hair braid.
26 Impulse.
27 Fledgling
pigeon.
28 Hiiarrc Item
29 Packs of
paper.
30 Grosbeak.
31 Site of
original
Notre Dame.
32 19th century
American
Slassware.
.caning —
of Pisa.
35 Wisdom.
38 Calf meat.
39 Double.
41 Carpenter's
tool.

2 System of
land tenure.
3 Kitchen
By GHIIC W. Frank
appliance.
4 Strong
51 Navy recruit.
desire.
ACROSS
52 Alcoholic
5 Wrangle.
1 Swinging
liquor.
dance step.
6 Court
55 General
6 Pro —.
croquet.
concept.
10 Landing
7 Border on.
gear runner. 58 March king.
8 Boston —
60 Land
Party.
14 Farewell.
meaaure.
15 King David's
9 Annex.
10 Limicoline
grandfather. 61 Comfort.
62 Court officer.
16 Ocean
bird.
63 Performer.
movement.
11 Scot's skirt.
64 Colors.
17 Spiritual
12 Inactive.
nourishment. 65 Orator
13 Moose.
19 Grow.
Patrick —.
18 Square
22 Manriolinlikc
dance.
DOWN
instrument.
20 l-arge deer,
24 Relate.
1 Identical.
21 Search
haphazardly.
23 Change.
24 Make level.
5
C
3
1
I
25 (live up.
11
27 U-ngthy
14
discourse.
30 Mink coals.
11
31 Mikes
companion.
31
13
30
34 Pacify.
35 Military
blockade.
36 A long lime

PUZZLE

Myles Flowers

352-2002
353-2802

to see him make his resignation
statement.
"He has done much to promote
lnter-lnstltutlonal cooperation and
spoke out well on academic freedom."—Dr. Jesse Long, executive
vice president, University of
Toledo.
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37 Russian
river.
38 flare of
court trial.
39 Deadlocked
contest.
40 Purpose.
41 F.nglish
coins.
42 Completely.
4.1 Genus of
Cattle.
44 I'art of whip.
45 Very distant
celestial
object.
Ii Auction.
47 Formal

34

H
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31
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14

n
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41
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48 Beauty
contest
winner.
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Solution to Yeaterday'a Pussle
CRYPTOGRAM — By Mrs. I.. Morgan
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Yesterday's cryptogram* Confessor bade
bandit rid id of bad tendencies.

oilcan:

DATELINE - NICHOLS CLOTHIERS: HOMECOMING FORECAST
Cricketeer Takes a Modern Approach to
Fashion in This NEW "Sophisticated" Soft Scoulde
Shoulder Shaped Suit For Yound Men. A Shaped
Two-Button Model with Slanted Deep Flap Pockets,
Ticket Pocket with Flap, Deep Side Vents.

See This Suit Now At
The Nichol's Co.
109 S. Main St.

clothe you (with synthetics)
wash your clothes (with detergents)
brush your teeth (with nylon)
paint your room (with resins)
carpet your home (with polystyrene)
wrap your lunch (with waxpaper)
by using petrochemicals made
from petroleum hydrocarbons.
There's more to oil than oil. More to an oil company than you realize.
Find out how much more. And how you can contribute to an expanding society through a growth company like ours. In
^
research, manufacturing, or administration and sales
.^SLa*.
We'll be on campus: OCTOBER 23. 1969
AMESC!^
An equal opportunity employer ^"Wl
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the greatest sponsor ever! Chi-O
Love, Carol.

The BG News
106 University Hall
Dial 372-2710
Rates: 40? per line per day. 2
lines minimum, average of 5 wortis
per line.
Deadlines: S p.m. two days before date of publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
advertisement placed.
Printed errors, which In the News'
ooinlon deter from the value of
the advertisement, will be rectified free of charge If reported
In person within 48 hours of publication.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
VATAN'S Import and gifts. 166
s. Main. For the perfect gift. Persian lamb hats for men and women
$23.70.
Folk Music marathon Frl. 6 p.m.
student activities building.
Come stoned or straight to Folk
Club marathon. Student Services
Rotunda Frl. 6 p.m.
Wanted: Call 372-1058
College student needed part time to
work in warehouse filling order
etc. Phone 353-3781. Mr. Cheetwood.
Smalley - I love you!

Talley.

A frog named Michael was lost
at the Theta Chi party Saturday
night; has much sentimental value. Please call 352-0829 if found.
Alpha Phi Pledges - Thanks for
the cake. It was delicious! The
Actives.

Lor a, Happy Sponsor's Day to the
nicest sponsor ever! Chl-O Love,
Jane.
Bobble, Happy Sponsor's Day to
the greatest sponsor around! ChlO' Love, Man.
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma with
the best to Les and Diane.
Homecoming Candidate needs date
tor Homecoming. Interested parties call 2-1817.
T.B. Congrats on activation Tired
J. waits for next race In T.C.
love L.G.W.
Bob Bostwlck, Theta Chi, won a
$10 gift certificate, because he has
the right key! Maybe you have one.
Stop in and see at Nlcbol's Downtown.
Part time Campus Rep. Put up
adv. posters, earn $5 - $10 per
hour. No selling.
Write Univ.
Publications, Box 20133, Denver,
Co. 80220 for details.
Bless you child, Love Ezra and
the 5 Togas.
Need ride to Columbus, Friday
Call Jeannette 352-5808.
Congratulations - new Chi O actives - "Baby Owls"
Dear Bennle Biceps: The bead lady
loves you!
Carol. Pm luvln' you as my "AGD
BIG". You're the greatest! Little
Diane.

Marie - The greatest pledge Mom
ever. Delta Zeta love, Terrl.

Congratulations to Kappa Delta's
Debbie, Ann, and Cathy on your
lavaliers; Becky on your pinning;
Woody on your pre-engagement

Judy - All us Mu's are dlggln' a
Phl-ne pledge. Love from your
heart sis.

Ride needed to Syracuse. N.Y.
area, every weekend! Call Ellen
- 5684.

We're ready to set sail for ACTIVATION — L.LT.G., D.G. Spring
Pledges.

Wanted: Classy lass; a beauty not
taller than 5'2" - No fool in'.
Reason - dating. Write Box 72
Anderson. Pm a guy who's tired
of looking.

D.G. Spring Pledges welcome the
fall pledges aboard.
Congratulations Terry - Pins are
nice If ya like snakes - Sam.
We're flyln' high cause of Gamma
Phi "The Lucky 7".
MM see: get high for this weekend's Greek events. Let's have
another victory for Phi Mu!
MM sea: We're lovtn' our new
pledges - Keep up the good work!

j
I

§
%

k
*
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Any students Interested in
submitting creative writing,
free verse, line sketches or
book, movie and record reviews tor NUMBER/9, con- I
tact
Barb Jacola or Bill I
Hronek In the BG News of- :-:■,
flee.

Qulzzle: Curse you, Blue Goblet!
MJ.

mm mm: .

1

Suzl. Get high for going active!
Shaf.
Ride available to Chicago Great
Lakes Area, Friday October 17th.
Call Linda 352-1485.
Congratulations Beta's and Phi
Mu's on best chariot and overall
participation. Beta Theta Pi Pledges.
We're proud of our Venus Queen
Nlta - Chi O pledges.
SAE pledges - We had a great
time Frl. nite - Chi O pledges.
Wanted: Coeds to sell, part time,
the all new "One size fits All:
hose and panty hose. Easy to
sell. $15 to $30 weekly possible.
Low Investment Hosiery, RR#3,
Montlcello, Indiana, 47960.
You liked them so well they're
playing again this week OCT. 15,
16, 17, 18 Who? ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
FUN TIME AT THE C.l, LIVE
MUSIC, NO DOOR CHARGE!!!!!!
Carol - Congrats on your Chi
O activation - The Better Half
of 301.

Poy Your Way
'To: American Student Informa!' tion Service. 22 Ave. de la
.
Liberte, Luxembourg, Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg
Please send free material asl
checked below via air mail
□ Handbook «Study, Work & i
Travel in Europe*
I
r ] Job application
L j Listing of all paying jobs
available in Europe
|D European discount card formj
'D Registration for language '
lab courses in Europe
.
O Scholarship information
' □ New info on discount tours
& transatlantic flights
O Fun travel tips for students
□ Earn money as campus rep.i
All the above is free of charge,!
but you must enclose $2 for
|overseas handling & airmail|
postage. Limited offer.
iName
Address
City

•Lynne, "Happy Sponsor's Day" to

State

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Hard-backed world history
text. Civilizations Past and Present Vol. 2. Left In University
Hall Rm. 100 10:00 A.M. 10-8-69.
If found please contact Wendy Nor den at 2-1235.

Alpha Chl's: Tow that line! Get
high for the mud tug Saturday!)
Chi Chi.
Tuba player wants to form or Join
Dixieland band. Ph. 832-4855.
Alpha Chl's: Don't be "roped In."
Pull to victory Saturday!
Chris R. Good Morning! Get high
for Oct. 25 and Nov. 1. They will
Congrats on your cool lookin'
chariots. Beta's and Phi Mu's
from the Kappa Slgs.
Alpha Chl's: I'm pulling for you
all the way — Now you pull for
all of us Saturday!
Chi Chi.
Alpha XI's get high for our tea
Frl. Kappa Slgs.
Kappa Slgs congratulate Juanlta
Rice, Venus Queen. '69.
Only 102 more shopping days 'til
Pie Week! I
•57 Chevy,
372-1576.

good condition $200

Lost - Man's Brown wallet. Reward. Call after 3:30 - 354-0844.
Found - Brown Glasses - Sun
Oct. 12, by graduate center - Call
352-5617.
FOR SALE OR RENT
TR-4A 1965 wire, S-tlres Perfect cond. 30,000 mi. Call 3521561.
For Sale - 1961 Chevy 4 door
sedan, new tires $100. Call 3525502 after 6 p.m.
New furnished apt. for rent in
Flndlay — very reasonable «
Call 422-9436 after 5.
Rent: Double room, WestWooster.
Men preferred. $9/wk. each 3534605.
Wanted: Female to share apt. fully
furnished $45.00 monthly call:
Penny Landau 353-9691.
Wanted: 1 female to share apt,

NOW THRU TUESDAY OCTOBE I 28
Evenings at 7:15, 9:30 SAT & SUN MAT at 4:30
ADMISSION $1.75

2 bedroom, fully carpeted. Furnished except for 1 bed and dresser, must be over 21, $75 monthly call Jane 352-0122 after 5:30
p.m.
For Rent: lg. room with bath tor
women students. Near college. Call
353-6955 days: 352-0630 evenings.
Wanted: 2 female roommates, $43
a month and utilities, #93 Greenview.
4-Sale - Portable stereo RCA
- good sound, good shape. Phone
354-8841.
RECORDS! Oldies 20,000 In stock,
send $.35 for 2,000 listing catalogue. Mall orders filled. RECORD
CENTER, 1895W.25thSt.-Cleve.,
Ohio. Record Tapes.
For Rent: Large sleeping room.
See Jim Pasut, Bus. Ed. room
301A.
•66 Olds - 442 Conv./Trl-power.
New tires and paint $1600 or best
offer. Phone 372-5835.
Need roommate In Dec., 200 ft.
from campus, free utilities and
cooking. $60/mo. Dennis 354-1414.
Married couple need 1 bedroom
apt from Dec. on $110 or less,
Dennis 354-1414

CLA-ZEL

2 SMASH WEEKS
MUST BE SEEN TO BELIEVE— AND THEN
WHO KNOWS???

Whatever you hear about
Midnight Cowboy is true!
"A reeking masterpiece. It will kick you all
UVCl III WD* -tooauMAmt

Creative writer?
i
I

$100 REWARD- - For Information leading to the
arrest and conviction of anyone
stealing or attempting to steal
pizza's from the cars of the Falcon, Plsanello's, Pagllal or Domino's.

"So rough and vivid it's almost unbearable."
"A dazzling accomplishment"
"Performances equal to any award, with
quality overall that marks the masterpiece.
So extraordinarily good, it's hard to give
it adequate praise.",
"The virtuosity throughout is stunning. n
"Infuriating, lacerating. A nasty but
unforgettable screen experience."™
"The hit of 1969. Erupts in volcanic popularity."
"John Schlesinger has made a great movie.
It will shock, delight, tickle, torment, repel,
warm and reduce you to tears. Hoffman,
Voight are both magnificent."
m •iom«
nm* rims
VMS**
-nrw

*^

-MXMfH Cmn. MW rOfM MAOATWC

-Him row fosr

-uruHMimm

-rtmtON scon. uf>i

-COSJMftXrTAW MAGATIMC

A JKROMK HM J.MAN JOHN SCHLKSINGKR PRODUCTION

DUSTIM HOFFMAN

BRENDA VACCARO JOHN McGlVER RUTH WHITE SYLVIA MILES
BARNARD HUGHES s.iw«pi*>b»wAU»sALT Hi^i^ih.
^MMhii<iMMiMi\
Pn.k.f.lh. MROMtMUMAM lhml«d»,JO«NSrHlCSINGER
Mwwr Suf I■■■■!»> JOHN BAHHV
KWIHYHOOYSTALKIN "**Mgbi KILMON
|o^w^MOWmi<*« w«i .——I c*.nOM'^^VWTCTW]

®

COLOR N DcLuxe Undid Artntl
No one under 16 will be admitted
ID's will be checked
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Landing plays more, aches less
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Plop.
The ball nestled softly In his
grasp, Bowling Green's Steve banning lunged hungrily toward the
visiting goal line.
One pass, a couple of quick
yards, but combined they gave the
Falcons a lead over Toledo in the
biggest game of the conference
season.
Last year at this time, tight end
Manning's chances of playing football were virtually non-existent.
The husky receiver was bothered
constantly by headaches. His head
was tested by doctors, who told
him that he would be risking permanent Injury should he continue to
play football. Even coach Nehlen
appeared more likely to move to
the other side of the sidelines.

But mysteriously, the headaches have gone
away and with
their
disappearance a helmet went back
on
Manning's
skull.
In 1967, the i
Falcon's
new
receiver
was
running the ball I
out of the backfleld, where he finished the season as the squad's
sixth lead rusher carrying the
ball 33 times for 136 yards. In
fact, prior to this year, Lannlng
had never caught a pass as a member of the BG varsity.
"I knew nothing about playing the
position," said Lannlng. "It was
like starting football all over again,

CONGRATULATIONS
CHI O SISTERS
Engagements:

Pinnings:

Lavalierings:

Sue and P.J.
Sally and Greg
Becky and Tom
Lynn and Mike
Marcia and Terry
Cathie and Bob
Karen and Gary
Marena and Bruce
Marilyn and Mike
Mary and Jeff
Sue and Jim
Diane and Bob
Janie and Tom

-the "Baby Owls"

SUIT
YOURSELF!

learning new assignments and responsibilities for the
various
plays," he added.
"The move was designed partly
to decrease the amount of contact
I'd have to make with my head
the way It had been. I'd rather
be running at fullback but I don't
dislike playing at tight end." he
said.
Last Saturday's 27-26 loss at
the hands of the Rockets was I.annlng's best game as a Falcon.
The 215 pound tight endwasoutstanding as he grabbed off seven
of Vern Wlreman's aerials for
47 yards and one touchdown against
the Rocket secondary.
"I didn't know If we could come
back against them In the second
half. They have one of the toughest
defenses In the conference," said
Lannlng. "But when I thought I'd
just scored the winning touchdown
for us I was really excited. It was
the first time I've ever scored for
Bowling Green," he said proudly.
"Steve has been a fine addition
to our team," said coach Nehlen.
"Before we only had Bob(Zimpfer) and Fred (Mathews) as threats
to catch the ball, but now we've
really complicated matters for
other defenses. They don't know
where we're going with It," he
said.
Lannlng Is quick to give credit
to the man on the other end of the
pigskin, Vern Wlreman.
"He deserves a lot of credit.
He's been tremendous for us this
year. The ball Is right on the mark
and it comes in hard," said
lannlng. "His spirit Is tremendous and he has to be one of the
best in the conference," he added.
Changing subjects, Lannlng delved Into the MAC race, giving
his views on Its eventual outcome.
"We still think we have a good
chance to tie. It should be a heck
of a scramble," he said. "We believe that Miami will beat Toledo
and we're Just hoping and praying
that Kent or Western can do the
same.

Nows photos by Mlko Pool*

YOU ROBBERS- This intended TD pass to Steve Lanning (86)
went astray, but the Falcon tight end scored the go-ahead touchdown in the TU game on another Wireman pass.

Frosh gridders drop
opener to Kent 20-0
By VIN MANNIX
Sports Writer
The baby Falcons left their nest
for the first time last Friday and
headed toward Kent.
They flew the coop too soon,
however. Kent's freshman Flashes
shot the first-year Falcons down,
20-0.
"Our timing Isn't down yet,"
said freshman head coach Tom
Relcosky. "We Just beat ourselves
...mistakes killed us."
Despite the mistakes, there were
opportunities for BG's rookies to
make good on. They didn't
"We had the ball on their four
Just before the end of the first
half," Relcosky said, "and we
didn't score."
There were other chances, too.
"Gary Seeman, our safety, made
sort of a half-hearted fair-catch
signal on a punt. It looked like he
was shading his eyes. Anyhow, he
caught the ball and ran It back for a
score."
Relcosky pointed out there was
Indeed a "catch."
"The official called It back,
saying that Seeman had signalled
for a fair catch."
The young Falcons didn't do a
lot to help themselves when they
were offense. Quarterback Mickey
Harp was on target 12 of the 17
times he threw the ball... yet he
completed only 2 passes.

"We dropped the ball 10 times,"
explained the freshman coach.
"Mickey got the ball there, but we
couldn't hold onto It"
"We dropped two sure TD passes. You Just can't move when you
don't hang onto the ball."
Hanging onto the ball was something the Falcon rookies didn't do
against the Flashes. They fumbled
five times, however, only one fumble was lost.
On defense, the BG freshmen
coped reasonably well against a
Kent offense operating none other
than the "Houston Veer."

Mete try to end
Series at Shea

NEW YORK—After their exciting 2-1 win in 10 innings yesterday, the Amazln* Mets will try to
close out the World Series In Shea
Stadium today.
New York has
taken three games in a row after
losing the opening game In Baltimore.
It will be Jerry Koosman, who
won the second game, against the
Orioles' Dave McNally In the fifth
game starting this afternoon at
1 p.m.
All the action can be seen In the
Dogwood room of the Union on a
large screen telecast live from
Shea Stadium,

Super Stereo For Studying

FOR
HOMECOMING
SIXTY-NINE
*Am

ratutttes
Utack

511 E. Wmlir

PANASONIC PRINCETON S6999 $199.50
Stereo music center with hide-away stereo
phono and FM/AM/FM stereo radio. Separate
2-way acoustic speaker systems. Two 7"
woofers and two 2 1/2" tweeters. Field effect
transistor. AFC. FM. stereo selector position.
20 watts music power output. Multiple output
jocks and input jacks. Treble, Bass, and Loudness Meter controls. Walnut finish.
Complete Stereo Phonoradio Systems $139.00 up
Stereo Components - Tape Recorders - Systems
Compacts - Portable TV - Records - Accessories
Panasonic...fisher...sony...a r...dual...dyna...
jbl. ..ken wood... ampex... san sui.. .garrard... others

J[AMIESONS %&"•**■

ie
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Not a bully, hut a baffler
By JACK CARLE
Sports writer
Whea one thinks of a player who
comes to play everyday, Is In on
|many of the plays daring the cou-se
of a game and takes his bump.; and
|br ulses as well as or better than the
next guy— one automatically thinks
?f a hard nosed lineman of the footwars stan lint' about 6'4" and
velghlng 250 pounds.
Well, it Is time to erase
[thoughts from your mind. The
player Is the same— he come.} to
play ani plays well, taking his ups
|a.i<I downs during the game On'y
Ithe size Is different (5'9", 155 bs.)
land he does not wear all that pro|tectlv« equipment of a football
player because ths game is soccer.
The competitor Is Jimmy
ir, center forward for this
year's Falcon soccer team.
jBrewrtr Is In his third varsity seaon for BG and really did not come
to Bowling Green to play soccer.
"I didn't think I was going to
Inake the team when I went out my
rreshm.m year," said Brewer.
The way things turned out, coach
[llckey Cochrane had a "find" on
^.'s hand.'i -He .'Brewer) WAS a guy
He didn't know anything aboiL. we
vere surprised," he said.
For someoie uiisure of his ow.i
lhances and someone no one know
n/ih'ng about, Brewer Is the dan
yho holds the BG record for most
atal points In a career (19) and
host total goals in a career (15)
liter rw'j and one-half seasons.
Jim compares soccer with footby siylnj that "soccer has
|u»re action thia football..ltlsn'ta
a me for the big man, you don't
li/e to one power anybody." At
J9", 155 poj vis. Jim Is not In
i position to overpower anyone but
he position of center forwirtl In
occer demands a lot of bumping
nto people and crashing In on the
|oille when a shot or passlsmide
yard the goal.
Last weekend's game with Ohio
University produced Jim's first
|tltcties as a soccer player In over
|even seasons of playing the game.
'It w.is the first time I ever had
nyone bite mo," said Brewer.
It seems that In a scramble in
i_ont of the OU goal someone got
ver excited and bit Jim In the back
' the head, and injury that required
bur stitches to close.

luggers upset
>y Michigan
ANN ARBOR — Bowling Green
kn Into a powerful Big Ten rugby
Eponent and absorbed their first
Css of the still young season.
iThe ruggers dropped a 29-13
eclslon to the University of MlchJban for a 1-1 record, while the
lolverlnes are now 4-0. The Faluns tallied only three times In
he contest.
_ Al Bohl was the first to cross
lie line, racing 30 yards to payllrt. Jim Gerdlng's kick was good
■ringing the BG ruggers within
Ive, 10-5. The Falcons picked up
lome momentum when they closed
lie gap to 10-8 on a run by Chuck
■trading. The kick was short.

With his reckless mldfleld play
ani "devil may care" play In front
of the goal, Jim Is in on almost
every scoring chance during the
course of the game. "Iwas brought up to play hard, to go for the
ball, always hell-bent for leather,"
said Brewer.
"Jim Is a fast, polished player
who has a great method of deception
his biggest asset Is his sense of anticipation, "said Cochrane. When
the ball gets close to the opposing
goal, Jim's ability to leap high
comes Into play, "he's an excellent header," said Cochrane.
Cochrane's respect for Jim was
brought out when he commented,
"he is always ready to play a ball
game, plays the same way In practice or in a game, always a composed player."
To bring the team together, a
leader Is needed and though Jim is

not a vocal talk-lt-up kind of guy,
his best leadership Is by example,
said Cochrane. Jim Is the kind of guy
who goes out and does the best he
can and this Is reflected In his method of play.
However, '' he doesn' t get so excited In a game to affect hi splay,"
stated Cochrane. "All the players
look up to him," commented Cochrane.
In five games so far this year
Jim has been the offensive player of
the day twice and last year he gained this honor three Umes.
Playing soccer for a large portion of his life has Influenced Jim's
future plans. He would like to be a
soccer coach, maybe In Ohio, to
start soccer playing for younger
boys. Maybe as a coach Jim can Instill a hard-driving desire Into
Ohio boys and make soccer a big
sport in the Mldw*«t.

Wottle finds it fun to ran
Many people have goals In life
which they strive for. A person
who expands his ambitions usually
Is successful In reaching his goal.
Such a person who Is still expanding, and striving Is sophomore
Dave Wottle, on the cross country
team.
Asa freshman In high school.WotUe started runing. "It's fun to
run, It makes
you feel better.
Running Is the
best thing to relieve pressures
In
college, "
said Wottle, apparenUy looking tor an answer
Dave Wottle
to why he Is
sUU running.
The geology major Is doing great
with his "fun" activity. As a freshman at BG he was Just introduced to
cross country because his high
school did not have a team.
"The most lever ran was one mile
and that was hard. Then I came to
BG and It's harder yet for a six
mile race, "Wottle said.
It seems that the change wasn't
too hard for Dave as he took second
In the Frosh MAC and fifth In the
frosh Ohio Federation last year.
His freshman track records were
even more Impressive as he won
first place In the mile at the Frosh
Central Collegiate and the Ohio

Federation Indoor meet.
"In cross country I'd like to place
In the top five In the MAC, "Wottle stated as one of his goals, "My
biggest goal is to get under 4 minutes
in the mile."
'' Dave seems to be running right at
the top of the team," commented
cross country coach Mel Hrodt,"
"He has his greatest interest and
potential In the half and mile."
The '69 cross country season has
already proven fruitful for Dave as
his varsity record shows he,'s been
right at the top. In three out of
four meets so far he has been second man on the Falcon squad and
only once lagged behind in third.
"This year I'd like to get closer
to Sid Sink and mainly be second
man on the team," said WotUe. "I'd
also like to be a team man and help
the squad Improve."

Intramural notes
Entries are now available for the
all-campus cross country meet,
coed volleyball and two-man volleyball tournaments. They are due
Oct. 21.
Due today at 5 p.m. wlU be the
all-campus golf tournament entries. Play will begin Saturday at
9 a.m. on the University course.
Finals of the all-campus badminton tournament will be held
at 7 p.m. this evening in Memorial
Hall.
In football, Delta Upsllon remains undefeated In League 1 with
a 2-0 record while Phi Delta Theta
and Kappa Sigma hold the top spot
in league 2 with 2-0 marks. Sigma Alpha Epsllon and Sigma Phi
Epsllon are both 2-0 in league 3.

THE LAST LEG- Sophomore harrier Dave Wottle says running is
fun. but he is not smiling.

PORTRAITS
BY

Congratulations

HOWARDS

N.wi pholoi by Mile Pool*

JUMPING JIMMY-Center Forward Jimmy Brewer (left center) is
only 5-9, but can jump, shoot, and battle with the biggest and best
of the opposition.

New Phi Mu Actives!
Welcome to the

43254 E. Wooster
Ph. 354-5702

Bond!

We don't want to be Clods - We

Molly Mu

want ACTIVE Phi pins on our bods.
«n"

IF MOVIIY ON UP

SPiisane
203 N. Main

NOW OPEN

Bowling Green, Ohio
W. Use fresh Dough

*+*++*+*++++

OPEN YOUR CHECKING OR
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN QUADRANGLE TODAY
(In temporary housing)

*

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
352-0874^

FREE Delivery
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone 352-6782 or 352-5167
5 P.M. - 1 A.M. Daily - 2 A.M. Fri. ft Sat.
Diameter - 10 Inch

11 Inch

14 Inch

II Inch

$1.00

$1.30

$1.80

$2.90

Any 1 Item

1.20

1.60

2.20

3.30

Any 2 Items

1.40

1.90

2.50

3.60

Any 3 Items

1.60

2.20

2.80

3.90

Delux

1 80

2.50

3.20

4.40

.20

.25

Cheese

Extra Cheese
•

Peperoni

•

Onion?
p.p.:

.15

•
•

.35

Sausage

•

Beef

•

Mushroom i

Anchovies

•

Green Peppers

•

Hem

'•P

Orange
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M-Day quest for peace

There was a moritorium for peace yesterday. Everyone said we should bring our boys home from
Vietnam.
Many people thought it was important. Many more
didn't.
Those who supported the moritorium completely
by cutting their classesappearc i to be a minority
of about 15 per cent.
Many were pleasantly surprised by President Jerome's appearance and apparent concern. Dr. Bond
was even among the 3500 people who signed the
telegram to President Nixon.
No incidents marred the effectiveness or purpose
of the days events. Those who participated generally expressed the opinion that the day was not
a waste of time.

